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Financial Disclosures
None
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Love Conferences!
• Learn about products and procedures
• Purchasing new equipment
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Learning New Tips and Tricks
• Vital for the life blood
of your practice
• Understanding your
competition is very
important
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Overwhelming?
• This may seem a bit overwhelming for the practitioner without a
million-dollar marketing budget,
• Fortunately, there are cost effective ways of getting your practice in
front of the right people

What Are Our Goals?
• To strengthen your presence and publicize your services in
your locality
• To increase your patient base
• To thank your existing patients and offer products and
services to them
• To increase referrals from other professionals (Doctors,
Schools, Etc.)
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Specialty Lens Practice
• We Want to Highlight
•
•
•
•

Our equipment
Our expertise
Our technology
Our staff

Types of Marketing
• Digital marketing

•

Referral marketing

• Outbound marketing

•

Acquisition marketing

• Inbound marketing

•

Retention marketing

• Content marketing

•

Brand marketing

• Social media marketing

•

Behavioral marketing

• Search engine marketing

•

Nostalgia marketing

• Organic marketing

•

Neuromarketing

• Advertising

•

Emotional marketing

• Video marketing

•

Public relations

• Influencer marketing

•

Mobile marketing

• Affiliate marketing

•

Relationship marketing

• Outreach marketing

•

Voice marketing

•

Partnership marketing

•

User-generated marketing

•

Seasonal marketing

•

Stealth marketing

• Email marketing
• Guerilla marketing
• Word of mouth marketing

Take back (8)
Action Items
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

• External Marketing

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Be on the look out!

• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)
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Power of the Front Desk
• View them as Gate Keepers
• Empower them as Salespeople
• Task them as Detectives
• Encourage them to be Surveyors

View Them as Gate Keepers
• They are your first point of contact
• While this may be obvious it must be reminded
• No one gets to you without going through them

Branding is what helps your patients decide how
they feel about your company. It's the core tenant
to brand, or company, loyalty. A great marketing
campaign may be enough to get a new customer
through the door, but it's how that customer feels
about the brand that determines whether or not
they'll return.
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Empower them as Salespeople
• Does your front desk person sell?
• If not they need to be educated to
a minimum level of a sales person
• They need not be experts but
empower them with cheat sheets
(2-3 sentences)
•
•
•
•

Myopia Management
New Equipment
Scleral Lenses
Everything you are actively
marketing

Task Them As Detectives
• Every patient that walks through your door is a blessing. We need to
understand what helped them decide to come as well as create more ways to
keep them connected
• Critical Data every patient
•
•
•
•

Primary Care doctor Fax Number – Automated Letters
Email Addresses – Email system
HDYHAU – Calculate the effectiveness of marketing
Link Family Members – Ability to recommend
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Encourage them to be Surveyors
• They see much more than you do
• Who is waiting too long
This is something that we use effectively when
• Who is really happy
it comes to fueling our review sites

Use QR Codes to
Fuel Review Sites
• A QR code works
similarly to barcodes at
the supermarket.
• Each QR code consists
black squares and dots
which represent
different pieces of
information.
• When scanned, the
unique pattern on the
barcode translates into
human-readable data.
This transaction
happens in seconds.
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)
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What is an Email Drip Campaign?
• Amazing way of continuing a conversation without
you actually being there

What is an Email Drip Campaign?
Pre-written set of emails that go out at a certain time
• Top-of-mind

• Keep your patient engaged throughout the sales process

• Educational

• Provide product information to get them ready for a purchase

• Re-engagement

• Win back the interest of a previously interested patient

• Training

• New patients can be pulled through a training process
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The Parent Might Not Be Ready
Myopia Management Practice

• Mom came in for
insurance glasses
• You are talking about…
• Contact Lenses
• Atropine therapy
• Over $1500.00

The Parent Might Not Be Ready
• She now has 100 questions
• You have a waiting room full of people
• Credit card declined
• Need to review it with their spouse
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Creating A Drip Campaign
• Step 1: Examined by the Doctor. Myopia management options
presented.
• Step 2: Meet with the coordinator to answer any additional questions
• If no purchase is made….

• Step 3: Patient is categorized as COLD, WARM or HOT lead and their
email address is placed in that particular drip campaign.

Creating A Drip Campaign

1st

Follow Up

2nd Follow Up
3rd Follow Up

HOT Lead

WARM Lead

COLD Lead

Day 2

Day 6

Day 20

Day 7

Day 15

Day 40

Day 15

Day 21

Day 80

(Phone Call)
(Phone Call)
(Email)

(Email)
(Email)
(Email)

(Email)
(Email)
(Email)
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Drip Campaign In Action
Sample Email
At your last visit with Dr. Compton, you
expressed an interest managing your
child’s myopia.

DAY 6
Warm Lead Drip
Campaign

I just wanted to make sure you had access
to some of the latest information on the
topic. Here is a copy of an article
recently published in ____.
If you are interested in hearing more, or
having any questions answered, feel free
to reach out to me directly.

Drip Campaign In Action
Sample Email

The last time you were our office we
spoke about how important it is to
control myopia.

DAY 15
Warm Lead Drip
Campaign

Yes, right now we are concerned about
having to continually update
glasses, but there are so many
other risk factors in the future.
Take a look at this web page that
details some of the dangers.
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Drip Campaign In Action
Sample Email

When we spoke last time we were
talking about Orthokeratology.

DAY 21
Warm Lead Drip
Campaign

There are so many other advantages
orthokeratology. One of the
greatest is that your child no longer
needs glasses or contact lenses
during the day.
Have you had a chance to consider the
lifestyle change impact that would
have ?

Benefits of Email Drip Campaigns
• Re-engage with Patients
• Boost Engagement and
Loyalty
• Promote Relevant Content
• Help Increase Brand
Awareness
Email drip campaigns have so many benefits to offer if
implemented correctly. A little planning in the beginning can go
a long way to growing your contact lens practice.
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Its A lot of Information
• Don’t forget we are educating our patient on a lot
of different things
• It is a big deal to expect them to retain all of that
information
• An effective way to address what was discussed in
the room is providing literature for the patient to
take home
Giving the patient
something to take home
can be very helpful
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Branding
• A paper that has
photocopied (how does
that speak to your
branding)
• Over the years, I have
created dozens of
brochures (English and
Spanish) that speak to the
various concerns that
come up in the office.
• It answers their
questions, but also has an
opportunity to make it
home with them.

Brochures
• Effective way to continue the conversation
• Have your logo leave your office and sit on their dinner table
• Upfront work required
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Get Your Own
Graphic Designer
• A cost effective way is finding freelancer

• You develop the content they make it align with
your image
• You print it at your local or an online print shop
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

• External Marketing

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Captive Audience
• How much time do your patients spend in the
waiting room?
• What do they have access to?
• Beautiful pictures on the walls
• Latest Magazines
• Local News on the Television
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What’s on the wall?

What’s available to read?
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What’s on the Television?
• Create your own TV Channel
• Purchase a 1 TB USB Drive
• Obtain a YouTube Downloader
• Download several hours of video
• Patient educational videos (for products you offer)
• Fun videos (optical illusions)
• Comedy skits

• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

• External Marketing

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Covering the Basics
Becoming a referral source for other professionals
• Letter Writing
• Hand Shaking

Corneal Specialists
Understand the need
Make it as easy as possible for them
Let them consider you as part of their team
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What is Traditional Media?
• Traditional marketing includes marketing through
television, newspaper, and radio advertisements.
• Print advertisements are also considered traditional
media. Examples includes billboards, flyers, etc.

Is Traditional Media Obsolete?
• There is nothing inherently wrong with traditional
marketing channels like radio, television,
magazines, and billboards.
• When done correctly, these forms of marketing can
still be an effective an effective way to expose your
brand to a wider audience and build name
recognition for your practice.
• The difficult part is understanding how to track it
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Traditional Media
on Steroids

• We need to add tools that we can
track to our traditional media
• QR Codes
• Text To
• Specific Phone Numbers

Obtain a Unique Phone Number
• Advertise this unique phone number only on print
ads or other traditional marketing efforts
• Companies like Grasshopper will make the phone
call seamless, but will allow you to track the how
effective your ads are
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Adjustments In Marketing
• Traditional marketing is designed to reach the masses
(anyone driving through a street corner or tuning into a
radio station)
• Digital marketing allows for a much greater level of
precision in your audience targeting, making it easier
for you to reach specific audience segments.
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The Digital Marketing Age
• Target more of your most ideal patients
• You’re able to see from beginning to end exactly
how your campaigns are contributing to your
business
• Allows you to create smarter, more cost-effective
strategies.

Types of Digital Marketing
• Two main that we will be discussing today
• Social Media (Facebook, IG, LinkedIn, Twitter, TikTok)
• Google
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Online Marketing:
Understand The Difference

Intent Marketing

Google Marketing

•
•
•

Distraction Marketing

(Intent Marketing)

Looking for a pizza shop near me
Recipe for apple pie
Definition of a word
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Social Media Marketing (Distraction Marketing)
• To be effective we have to divert their attention
Last
crazyLens
thing
Cardi said
Specialty
Orthokeratology
Political
News
Practice

Distraction Marketing
• The best way to understand how to use Social
Media effectively for your practice is to start by
thinking how you use Social Media on a personal
level.
• Think about it: Do you follow your dentist or primary
care doctor on social media? Most likely not.

• Social Media is designed to connect you to things
you may be potentially interested in. For some,
that’s connecting with long-lost family or friends.
For others, it’s keeping up with fashions, tech
devices, or news.
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

How Do We Get Their Attention?
Remember: Distraction Marketing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get Fans Involved (Reposting, Selfies)
Access Your Network (Family, Celeb friends)
Social Proof (Yelp section)
Get Personal (Personal Stories)
Be Controversial
Expand Your Reach
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Reposting
• Have people that they look
up to re-post or link to your
social media page
• Provides the social proof
they may need to try your
services

Make It Personal
• People love to know
what’s going on behind
the scenes. Family and
pet photos resonate
with certain patient
types
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Be Controversial
• Never talk about
Religion or Politics
but….
• Sports Teams
• Polls
• Celebrity Comments

Tap Into Their Interests
• Catching peoples attention
with interests
• Example: I like the Mets. If I see
something about the Mets while on IG
there is a good chance I am going to
stop the scroll

• How do we implement the
same principle with our
specialty lens practices?
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So How Do We Get Started?

Which is the best SM Channel?
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Facebook beats the all
Facebook leads in number of active users and
time spent on the platform.
That doesn’t guarantee, however, that your
marketing efforts will be successful there.
In order to get the attention of an audience, we
have to play the marketing game.

Its not only the numbers…
• The power behind Facebook’s marketing has everything to do
with the information the company collects about its users.
• Facebook not only tracks a user’s demographic information
(age, gender, etc.), it also collects financial status, where one
went to school, political affiliations, websites visited, etc.
• This can be scary for some users, but it is amazing for the
marketer. I’ll show you how to apply this feature in marketing
myopia management for your practice.
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Social Media Marketing
• We need to become that shiny little object that
catches their attention.
• You might think, “The average person is not
interested in the benefits of specialty contact
lenses, no matter how I present it.”
• Follow me as I create a simple campaign around
myopia management while also tapping into a
potential patient’s interests.

Facebook Ad Campaign
• Log into your Business
Account
• Facebook offers several
marketing goals, but for
the purpose of this
tutorial let’s focus on
the “Get More
Bookings” tabs.
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Facebook Ad Campaign
• Here you can create your
ad. You can write your
message, post a picture,
and set the location of
your audience.
• There is a lot to be
discussed here, but for
the purpose of this
lecture I want to jump
ahead to targeting.

Facebook Ad Campaign
• You can change the
settings of your
demographics and
who views your ad.
• You can select
• people in your area
• age
• gender

Let’s focus on your targeting ability. Targeting
opens up a world of information.
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Facebook Ad Campaign
• Remember: Distraction
marketing to grab users’
attention.
• We do this by taking
advantage of what we
know about their
interests.
• Here’s how we can use the
data Facebook collects to
promote our myopia
management practice
Within the ad creation
section, in an area called
“Audience”

Facebook Ad Campaign
• With a quick scan,
you can see the
type of information
Facebook is
collecting.
• General categories
include
demographics,
interests, and
behaviors.
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Facebook Ad Campaign
• Clicking around a little more, you can see that you
can reach people based on their education,
employment, household, activities, intents, device
usage, etc.

But how can we use all this to
promote myopia management?

Facebook Ad Campaign
• Under the family
section, the software
catalogues "parents"
with children of a
specific age.
• This creates an
extremely targeted
audience. Let’s take it a
step further.
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Facebook Ad Campaign
• Maybe your office
offers myopia
management at
a premium price
range, and you
want to target
higher income
earners.

Facebook Ad Campaign
So what did we just create?
• An extremely targeted audience that includes high
income earners who have children between the
ages of 3 and 12 years.

Your Facebook ad
will be shown only
to this audience
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Facebook Reasonably Priced
• As you move on to finish the ad, you will see that
the pricing is reasonable.
• Facebook allows you to set the calendar of how
long the ad will run and how much you want to
spend per day.
• As you modify the numbers, Facebook tells you
how many people your ad will reach per day and
how many will likely click your ad.
• Remember, you pay only when a user clicks on your
ad, not for the ad to be displayed.

For example... if we agree to spend$10/day for 10 days, Facebook projects to
reach 230 to 664 users per day with about 9- 27 clicks per day.

This platform is connecting you with an
ideal audience of 2,300 to 6,640 people
for.....
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)

Intent Marketing
• A little bit easier
• People are already
looking for your
products and services
• You need to learn how
to get on the top of
that list
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Habits Are Changing

A New Industry Has Been Created
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What do Search Engines do?
• Search engines are unique in
that they provide targeted
traffic—people looking for
what you offer.
• Search engines are the
roadways that make this
happen.
If search engines cannot find your site… you
miss out on incredible opportunities to drive
traffic to your site.

Why is Google so powerful?

Google directs the
highest amount of traffic
and they are the most
trusted source for
people researching a
purchase.
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Numbers Don’t Lie
• Google receives over …
•
•
•
•

63,000 searches per second
3.8 million searches per minute
228 million searches per hour
5.6 billion searches per day

Importance of Google Ranking
• Results on the first
page of Google
(The Top 10) receive
92% off all search
traffic on Google.
• Traffic drops by 95%
on the second page.
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We Are Forced To Play Their
Game
• Google is very particular
about their rankings
• Ranking in the top five
results for a keyword
indicates that your
content is high quality.

• Moving up in the
rankings is difficult and
takes time, but once
you're there you get to
reap the benefits for a
long time.

How do we tell google we exist?
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Paid
and

Organic

Organic vs. Paid
• Organic search is based
on unpaid, natural
rankings determined by
search engine algorithms
• Paid search allows you to
pay to have your website
displayed on the search
engine results page when
someone types in specific
keywords or phrases.
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Positive Aspects - Organic
Low Cost
• There is little to no cost to keep your website
ranking.
Improves Credibility
• Sites that rank on the first page of Google have
outperformed hundreds of other websites
targeting the same keyword.
Increases Brand Awareness
• People use search engines to help them answer
a question or solve a problem. They may have
no familiarity with your business, and seeing it
in the organic results is their first experience
with your brand. The more someone sees your
business, the better your brand awareness will
be.

Negative Aspects - Organic
Difficult to Achieve
• There are 1000's businesses fighting for
the same spot. Every one of these
websites is competing to rank on the
first page.
Less Initial Traffic
• Your website content needs time to
build credibility.
Volatility
• Just because you rank on the first page
of the search results one day, does not
guarantee that you’ll still be there the
next day.
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Advantages – Paid Search
Increased Visibility
• Depending on your budget, keyword
competition, and ad rank, you could see your
ads on the first page of Google within 24 hours
of setting up your account.
Audience Customization
• You have some control over who your ads get
shown to. You can select the geography,
language, time of day, and interests that you
want to target.
Ranking Stability
• If your ad targets relevant keywords and has
strong messaging you can expect a relatively
stable rank in the paid search results.

Disadvantages – Paid Search
Ongoing Expense
Once your budget runs out, your ads will
stop showing. In order to keep your ads showing
in the paid search results, you need to maintain
an ongoing budget.
Ongoing Management
Paid search is not a hands-off process. Your ads
can run on their own and generate traffic
with little interference but the success of your ads
and utilization of your budget depends on your
ads reaching the right people.
Requires Experience
Paid search is very easy to get started
with. However, for the best optimization of your
ad account, it helps to have experience.
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• It takes time to find the
right balance of PPC
(paid search) and SEO
(organic search) that
works well for your
business.
• There is no one-size-fitsall solution.

Today’s Lecture:

SEO - Search Engine Optimization
• SEO encompasses both the technical and creative
elements required to improve rankings, drive traffic,
and increase awareness in search engines.

SEO is simply a matter of making sure your site is structured in a way that
search engines understand, but it's also about making your site better for
people too.
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According to Wikipedia, SEO is
“the process of affecting the visibility of a website or a web page in a search
engine’s unpaid results.”

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the MAGIC you have to work on your
website in order to make Google likely to place you as one of the top results
whenever someone searches for that keyword.

What’s The Most Important?
Is it the look / design of your site?
Is it the content you write about?
Is it the links you receive?
Is it the social media connections?
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Let’s Figure This Out!
To understand how to show up 1st in the ORGANIC
search engine results… we need to know how search
even works.

Background – Search Engines
• Search engines have 2 main functions
• Crawling and building an index
• Serving up answers to queries

• Search engines send out these
automated robots, called "crawlers" or
"spiders”on the web.
• Once the engines store selected pieces
in massive databases, to be recalled
later when needed for a search query.
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Background – Search Engines

• We demand results instantaneously…
• Search engines sift through billions of documents to do
two things:
1. Returns results that are relevant to the searcher's query
2. Rank results according to the popularity of the source

How do we use information?
• We have to…

• design our websites that make it easier for "crawlers".

• We have to…

• use SEO to make our websites relevant and popular.
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Google Recommendations
• Make pages primarily for users, not for search engines.
• Don't deceive your users or present different content to search engines
than you display to users, a practice commonly referred to as “cloaking”.

• Make a site with a clear hierarchy and text links.

• Every page should be reachable from at least one static text link.

• Create a useful, information-rich site, and write pages that
clearly and accurately describe your content.
• Make sure that your <title> elements and ALT attributes are descriptive and
accurate.

• Use keywords to create descriptive, human-friendly URLs.
• Provide one version of a URL to reach a document.

Other Things Google Likes
• Freshness of content
• Use of Keywords
• Page speed
• Bounce rate
• Quality of links
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Quality of Link
• Contact any vendor that you work with and see if
they have a doctor locator.
• Make sure that it is up-to-date and that your
website is accurately displayed.
• Having a major company or institution linking to
your website tells Google that your are a credible
source.
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• Internal Marketing
•
•
•
•

Front Desk Power
Email Drip Campaigns
Brochures
Optimize the waiting room

• External Marketing
• Traditional Marketing
• Digital Marketing
• Distraction (Social Media)
• Intent (Google)
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Preparing the Practice for Growth
• Your personal growth is equally as important within your
practice marketing efforts
• Establishing yourself as an industry leader

• Getting the staff on board with your new marketing
efforts
• Ready to handle the volume
• Trained in new procedures and patient education

• Reviewing what equipment is required for growth
• Outright Purchase
• Stepwise Approach

Staying Up To Date
• Reviewing ways to stay up-to-date on the marketing
techniques
• Manufacturers

• Salesforce offering assistance

• CE, Webinars, Colleagues, Meetings
• Technical Growth
• Marketing Opportunities

• Marketing companies

• Companies that will do the work for you
• Companies that will assist you in doing the work

• Online resources
• Podcasts
• Websites
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Good Luck!
jcompton@comptoneye.com
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